Mapping the friends & family
SOLAR SYSTEM EXERCISE

The Friends & Family Solar System is an exercise
in which you draw out a diagram of your social
networks. Much like how the solar system is a
network of planets and their relational orbit
around a central star, this exercise is a metaphor
for how friends and family relate to your life by
showing a visual snapshot of your current
relationship bonds. It gives you information on
who is in your life and how close you feel to those
people, as well as an opportunity to express for
yourself some of the qualities, strengths, and
challenges of your individual relationships. When
friendships and family bonds have been strained,
the Friends & Family Solar System can point to
concrete steps you can take to strengthen
relationships and reduce isolation.

example of a solar system

GET STARTED
• Begin by writing your name in the center of the paper—you are the ‘star ’ of the solar system!
• Now identify the various (friends, family, co-workers, dates, children, etc) relationships in your life—these are
the planets in orbit around you. Place each person’s name in a position and distance that represents the
relationship between you and this person.

• Now draw lines to connect you to the different people in your solar system. Draw these lines to represent
aspects of the connections you have to these different individuals. For example, if your relationship is off and
on, you might draw dotted lines to show both connection and distance. You can choose lines that are thick and
bold, jagged, broken, etc.

• The final addition to the Friend & Family Solar System is to represent the energy input and output of each

relationship. Ask yourself the question “In this moment, is this relationship giving me energy and support or
draining my energy or doing both?” Use plus or minus symbols (+/-), or arrows, on either side of the lines to
show which relationships are energy giving, which are energy depleting. Demonstrate this on the solar system.

Remember: the Friends & Family Solar System is a snapshot of your solar system today. It is not an audit of the
past year, and it is not an audit of the lifespan of the relationships.
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SELFREFLECTION
• What do you notice about your Friend &
Family Solar System?
• Who are you putting the most energy/time/
support into? Positive? Negative?
• Who are you getting energy/support from?
Positive? Negative?
• What, if any, changes do you wish would
happen in your Friend & Family Solar
System?
• Are there people who you would like to
spend more time with or share more “energy/
support”?
• Are there people in your Friends & Family
Solar System who you might want to set a
boundary with? If so, with who? What
boundaries do you want to set?
• Are there people in your Friends & Family
Solar System who might be setting
boundaries with you? If so, who? What

boundaries are they setting?

STRENGTHENING
RELATIONSHIPS
CONCRETE STEPS
• Take a minute to write some thoughts or add to your solar
system. Think about a commitment you might want to
make. Add people with whom you would like to connect.
• Identify one or two people who you would like to
strengthen your connection with. What do you think is a
barrier to a strong connection right now? (Simply making
time? Understanding your experience of abuse?
Apologizing for a past hurt or miscommunication?) What
is one step you can take to strengthen that connection?
(Take donuts and coffee over Sunday morning? Share a
resource about LGBT Domestic Violence? Write a note
acknowledging the past hurt?)
• Write down one to three things that you do not want from
someone in your solar system. (Advice about your
finances, comments on your clothing, invitations to go out
partying) These are the “no” boundaries that you want to
make or are making with that person. Have you
expressed this boundary clearly? Do they understand
your expectation?
• Write down one to three “yes” boundaries-things you do
want from someone in your solar system. (Advice about
your finances, comments on your clothing, invitations to
go out partying)
• Be careful not to use mixed yes/no boundaries: “I do
want you to not forget to call me.” Instead try: I want you
to call me to check in once a week.) Have you expressed
this request clearly? Do they understand your hope?
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